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Summary

This article discusses the question of neutrality in the field of 二interculturalｽ畑novation in

English languaだｅ teaching. While no research model ｃａｎ∧claim　neutrality, the　pre-

pedagogical model of communication analysis proposed here encourages the avoidance of

the ideologies of the field under investigation. The ethnographic perspective to intercultural

research　outlined　in　the　research　model　is　considered　如=b6　particularly　relevant　to

intercultural innovation of educational methodology, butしthe underlying　principles　are

considered tcﾆ）berelevant to intercultural research beyond the ﾄeducation･al setting.　　‥‥‥
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The Problem of Neutrality inくIntercultural Classroom Research

Introduction　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　〕

Tｈｅ ｐｅｒｃｅｐｔｉｏｎ∧of ａ　ｎｅｅｄ ｆｏｒ ｍｏｒｅ ｄｅｓｃｒφtiｕｅ ｒｅｓｅａｒch. intｏ ｕ)h.ａt 政唾)ｐｅれｓ　ｄｕｒｉｎｇ ａりｙ　ｈｉｎｄ

ｏｆ　intｅｒｃｕltｕｒａｌ ｃｏｍｍλｉｎｉｃａti.ｏｎ ｓtｅｍｓ斤ｏｍ. tｈｅ ｕtｅｕ; tｈａt ｗｅ ｎｅｅｄ･ t６‥ａｃｈｉｅｕｅ＼(１ ｂｅttｅｒ

ｇｅｎｅｒal ｕｎｄｅｒｓｔａｎ重昭of ｗｈａｔ ａｃtｕalりｇｏｅｓ ｏｎ ｄｕｒｉｎｇ intｅｒｃａｌ叫ｒal ｅｒｉｃｏ！ｉｎｔｅｒｓ.　Ｈｏｕieｕｅｒ,

硫ｅ ｐｒｏｂｌｅｍ ｉｎｅｕitabりａｒiｓｅｓ ａｓ tｏ 眠ｅ ＴｉｅｕtｒaliりOJ:硫ｅｙ･をｓｅａｒｃｈｅｒ　ａｎｄ tｈｅ　ｔｏｏｌ ｏ∫ａｎａｌ＾iｓiｓ

ｈｅ ｉｓ ｕｓｉｎｇ. This ａｒticle diｓｃｕｓｓｅｓ 峨ｅ ｑｕｅｓtｉｏｎ･of叩晩ｒ（甫り･in　theμｅは可inｔｅｒｃｕltｕｒａｌ

ｉｎｎｏｕａｔioTi　in　Ｅｎボiｓh. ｋｉｎａｕａｓｅ ｔｅａｃｈｉｎｇ. ｐｒｏｐｏｓｉｎｇ tｈｅ ｐｒｉｎｅｉｐｌｅ ｏｆ ｕｓｉｎｇ∧ａ ｍｏｄｅｌ ｔｈａt

ａｕｏｉｄｓ　the ｉｄｅｏｌｏｇｉｅｓ of tfie field 　ｉｍｄｅｒ 　inｕｅｓtｉｇａｔｉｏｎ.．Ｔｈｅ 　ｕｎｄｅｒり�ｇ ｐｒｉｎｃｉｐｌｅｓ ａｒｅ

ｃｏｎｓｉｄｅｒｅｄ tｏ ｂｅ 真疵ｖａｎt　tｏ intｅｒｃｕltｕｒal ｒｅｓｅａｒch. bりｏｎｄ　tｆｉｅ ｅｄｕｃｄｔio?ｉａｌ ｓｅttｉｎｇ.　　‥

Pre-pedagogical： Analysis　　　　　　　　　　．
．･　･．．　　　　･．･．　　　　　　　　　．・　･．．･．･･

One way ｏ卜attempting to avoid judgmental categories is to ａでlalyseclassroom interaction

as an example of general communication prior to analysis in terms ofﾀ p゙edagogy. AUwright

and Bailey (1991:12) specifically refer tｏユhe emergence of discourse analysis in classroom

research as ａ way to avoid prejudging ”what is worth paying attention to.”By avoiding
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pedagogical categories in the primary data description,researchers are less likely to focus

on predetermined categoriesコbased＼ｏｎｏｎｅteach血gトapproachレ釦omtheir own culture and

have more scope for eventually focusing on what is salient in the actual data itself.

The pri叩iples for the selection and development of anﾌﾟadequate non-pedagogical model for

describing communication and the application of this model to classroom interaction is the

major theoretical focus of th仙∧article. This leads　to　恰e　description　ｏｆトwhat teachers

actually do in classrooms in 佃rms of communication. This desc大此ion of method based on

a non-pedagogiは１ analysis will be∧referred to as a teacher's method-in-use.

Method-in-Use　　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　尚　　　　▽レ

Stern∧(1983:477) refers to the “ break ｗ比h特he method concept",�particularしhe refers∧to

ａ movement away fromしａ single method approach in 1卵guage teaching "to ｏｖeｒｃｏｍｅしthe

narrowness, rigidities, and imbalances which have resul鋤dプrom conceptualizing language

teaching purely or mainly through the concept of◇method'しRather than r耐ec卜曲e組皿9f

method, he argues in favour of reco聯ｅχtualizingしthe noti血withinしａ wider framework,

utilizing empirical studies to explore fundamental princip鋤3 of language七eaching.∧

All Wright･(1988)△and Al!wright and Baileyニ(199!) review ･the failure of the concept of

method as ａ research toolよReferring如……iT!conclusive･results･.･fｒ･om ａ methodological

comparison in Pennsylvania =(pレxviii), they point out that methods cannot be effectively

compared untiりhe teachingトthey bring about has been adeq血telyトdescribed.　They conclude

(p xviii) that “it is not ‘the latest methodトthat we need, 恥t rather a fuller Ｕｎｄ昨standing

of the language classroom and what goes on thereへ　．．･・．．･　　　　．・

One reason for the failure of methodological comparison has been the assumption that if

an ap皿oach is labelledフcommunicative” or "structural” by planners, writers and廿ａｉｎむrs,

this very approach is actually operationalized in the classroom by teachers. A label such

卵＼”the communicative approach”上may be useful to describe the contents of a course in

ばeneral terms, but what is needed　as a十starti面白point for evaluating ｍｅthodSﾄis 4n

adequate description o仁what really happens大血上c↓assrooms in the specific contexts where

methods are enacted. The suitab且此yトof methods〉proposedイor interむulturaトinnovation in

specific contexts cannot　be usefully上assessed until　the　method　actuallyトused hasトbeen

adequately described.　　　　　　　＼　　　上･．　　　ｊ・．・･･　･．　　　　．．･．・．・　･･．　・

Even if it is assumed that ゛‘method”is ａ problematic Coれcept for intercultural descriptive

or　contrastive　studies, methodological labelsニwill　inevitably　remain　ｉｎよcommon　use

wherever EFL specialists discuss: their professional concerns, so　thereトis little point　in

taking a purist stance and considering the termくobsolete. Indeed, I shall attempt tｏつargue

that　”Method” as ａ concept is still valuable. What we mean by method may, however,

need re-examining, so that 1卜is based on thむpｔi耳lacyしｏト“method-in-use'リトwhat happens

between teachers and s頻dents in the classroom isしa central factor in defining me塙od for
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specific contexts, it follows that:no abstract definition of any me七hod ≒should be seen as

immediately applicable to any intercultural research context.　　…………=　　　∧……万………

This view is illustrated in 七he context of the Gulf State 耐 Qatar∧because EFL teachi昭in

Qatari schools has been the subject of some controversyぺever since theトintroduction in……1977

0f a British communicative　course called　the　Crescentにadvocating　a上恥W　approaむh　to

language teaching. In Qatar it△is often assumed that 狂犬communicative approach 1S being

used in Qatari schools, mainly because贈he course claims to be ‘j‘communicative", bu仁only

a description of what happens to the course in classrooms can show the method-in-use and

reveal what“communicative” actually signifies in this particular才context.　　　ノ　　　＼

The actual method-in-use in Qatari schools　has　ne∇er　been……described. No records of

descriptive research in the Qatari schools system can be foｕnd/beyｏ姐reports of informal

and often anecdotal classroom observation, in spite of the ten-year British-run: teacher

training programme linked to the innovation of the Crescent Course. In such a situation,

which is typical 0f many other intercultural innovations in　EFL settings, it上is necessary

to distance research from unsubs七antiated prejudgements. Until a description is provided,

what is actually being criticised cannoトbe pinpointed with an:yしprecision and this　is 一斗

hindrance　to　planning for　improvement　for ＼bo仙犬local planners　皿d　outside　course

designers. The problem is then how to provide ａ neutral descriptioりト　　　　　　………

With a descriptive approach it is not normally appropriate to provide hypotれeses, as these

tend to be too predictive of the direction of the analysis, which must be大社llowed to eｖｏ!ve

from salient features in’ theニdata itself〔See Chaudron〕1988:47）トEthnome幽odologists

(Sacks et A1 1974 ＆　Sharrock and Anderson 1984) claim to make no predictions about how

the world is and set out, neither to prove nor disprove any a-priori hypothesis. This claim

of neutrality 1S， 0f course, ａ theoretical position in itself ｗ此h its ownしpremises about how

research should be designed. Nevertheless, there are advantages ＯＬａｹﾞdescription which

avoids　the bias　that　is　inevitably　built　into しａ research d叩:i卯しin　田図（jh　aしparticular

methodologica卜〇ｒ pedagogica↓　perspective influences the model that is adopted. A brief

example can illustrate this point. Using a descriptive research approach, we cannot use a

term like ”display”questions (Long & Sato 1983) when developing a research hypothesis,

because to call a question a display question犬already makes ａ pre-descriptive statement

about the purpose of teachersトquestions. Only after adequately describing and analysing

naturally occurring examples of teachers' questions in their context of use can we assess

theirヽpurpo叩丿As Sharrock aμd Anderscと)n (1984ﾋ64）=obseｒｖe，＼　　＼　＼　　゜　　　　　‥

　　　　　　Ｔｈｅ ｕ)ａ:y　tｏｉｎｕｅｓtｉｇａtｅａ ｐＪｉｅｎｏｒｒｉｅｎｏｒレｗａｓ　ｎｏttｏ ｂｅｇｉｎfｒｏｍ　ｃｏｎｅlｕｓｉｏｎｓト

　　　　　ｎ.ｈｍｉ.t 　ｗｈａt　theトｓｔｕｄ"y　of　it　ijｕｏｕid十ｈ面ｅ　tｏ ･.･タield, 　bｕtニtｏ　ｂｅｇｉｎ 　bｙ

　　　ニ　　　ｅｘａｍｉｎｉｎｇホｅ　ph,ｅ几ｏｍｅｎｏｎ ｉｔｓelf tｏ ｓｅｅ ｗhat ｈｉｎｄ∧ｏ/　cliaｒａｃtｅｒ　it haｓ　　▽

　　ダ　　　　ａｎｄ..切片ａt　ｃｏｎｃｌｕｓｉｏｎｓ　it　ｃｏｕldｓｕpiﾆlort.　　　　ｌ　　ニ・　　　　　　し　　　　‥‥‥‥

An important objective is to describe 仙e method-in-use of a sample ofﾚteachers in the
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research setting, based on the analysis of their interaction and to re-examine the notion of

methodology in the light of descriptive research………I　　　　　　　ト　　　　＜

An Ethnographic Perspective　∇　く　　　レ　j　..・　.・.　.・　.･.　　　･.･

Intercultural research ･is ethnographic inトthe sense that it requiresしthし･researcher･t･O observe,

record and describe naturally occurring language ･1n .a･socio-cultural .setting.･Ｔｈｅ.”cyclica!”

nature of　ﾂﾞ'ethnographic"　research haレ：been represented diagramatically by　ｖａｎトLier

(1990:46). Van Lier's model is possibly the⊃most exhaustive a副司mplete diagra・of｡ａ

research cycle, including as it does the reality that･ provides the data,･the creation･of a

formal model itself, the closeness of the model to realφxperience and　the relationship

　　　　　　　　　■　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　　　－between speculative theory and the data. It also represents the processes the researcher goes

through, such as sorting the dat町compar血g it to other experience, connecting or finding

links　between parts　of　the model, inferringﾚpat坤rns　ａづd二metaphors, generalizing　and

predicting, focussing and hypothesizing.　　・.　.･.･･･・　　.　.・　　　　･.　･･.　　・.・　　・.　　・.

The　classroom　ｅχperiりnee　of cooperative ・informants　is上曲色　central　･component　of ・the

research data. For this reason a research model thatニbuilds in the insights of ｐ皿（比ical

classroom experience has been preferred･,ニKolb's Experiential Cycie･(Kolb,1984:42) provides

theoretical support for the experiential aspects of the research cycle. It 1S important to

note that what is meant by “experience” here is the way teachers normally communicate in

the classroom. An ｅχperiential model, combined with a（ ethnographic focus recording

people engaged in authentic communicationﾆ血a particular settingレiS＼４ useful　tool　t6

examine what happens when a pedagogicaトapproach developed in one cultural situation∧1S

directly applied to a totally different cultural setting. In･ the case of this research, course

writers have made specific reference to one pedagogical　ａｐｐｒｏ尽（jh（ the　communicative

approach). By describing how the course translates into才eal　experience, the　theoretical

perspective can be compared to the approac『being applied in practice. Rather than first

considering and then debating abstract, generalized theory丿an experiential cycle attempts

to confront theory with real experience within a specific context. What Kolb （op cit) refers

to as “apprehension of concrete ｅχperience”トisoften･　the ･fiｒ昨step in an eχperiential cycle.

The model is, therefore, eχperience driven ａれd corrects any bias towards abstract theory りy

giving the real behaviour十〇仁insiders eq仙卜importance. In Kolb's　terms“knowing by

apprehensioがis on an equalイooting t･ｏイknowinだby ｄｏｍ皿ehens如ｎ”. It is the tension

between the rational and perceptive forms〉of knowledge that is intended to lead to the

creation of more easily applicable intercultura! knowledge.　　　　　　ニ　ニ　　　　　　尚犬

Abstract theory is not 曲e driving force∧of the model, but is still a key component. It is

as important as the other components, as with心証such七heory it would not be possible for

professionals to benefit from the experience of･ others in contexts unknown to them.

Relevant abstract theory is called upon once the essential descriptive stages that depend on

experience of the specific cultural conteχt h面e been CIompleted｡.･･.　　　　　　・　・　･.･.　.・.
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The Research Model　し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し　………　し

The diagramatic representation of my research model inコf返1 is intended to represent what

actually happens in ａ long term intercultural research model that is both experiential and

ethnographic.　It　emphasizes　the　central　nature　ｏ卜 the……communication　that　the　4似ａ

represents, which is initially examined independently of∧pedagogical theory. This model

also emphasizesヶthe dynamic nature of research. Part of this dynamism is created犬by the

explanatory power accredited to the structural analysis of ｒ皿↓ﾚlifeしexperience.　　　＼

Fig. 1

　　analysing

process

intensional

　　　ｒｅ且ection

sorting

　　process

･descriptive process

Real　communication

collecting &

recording process

compa･rative

　　process

abstract theory

　generalization)

　　predictive

process

A cyclicalmodel allows for the fact that the research can be initiated at any stage in the

cycle; i卜also ensures the application of ａ wide range of both practica卜ａｎｄコtheoretical

perspectives. It separates different research stages　fulfillingrequirements that research

must subject reasoning to empirical inquiry and visa V印7sａ√emphasizingequally］both the

complementary and dialectic relationships between different stages of the research cycle.

This particular model has deliberately centralized the data itself as the driving force of the

research　cycle　as　thewhole research effort　aims at　re-assessing　current　thinking　on

intercultural approaches to language teaching　in　the light　of▽ac蝉ａトcommunication in

classrooms.

Ethnographic Research and Efficiency　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　＼　　　　∧

An ethnographic approach can claim to be the most applicableイＯｒｍﾚof social research in

that it goes to great lengths to expose ａ form of ethnographic reality 怖at is not possible

in experimental research, which by definition manipulates reality: in order to isolate specific

elementsレIn ethnographic research, the nature of the data required prevents壮he artificial

elimination of the unpredic証ble side of human behaviour and requires the researcher t6

account for it in his model of analysis. If variability is ａｒt雨cially reduced, behaviour

described can no longer be considered as holistic human behaviour.　Description of actual

rather than simulated behaviour has a degree　of　face-validity　that　few　other research

approaches can claim. This is importan卜if research has to convince decision l皿akers and

teachers themselves of its applicability to real 縦七,uations,although face-validity is in itself
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insufficient proof of efficiency.　　ソ　　　　＼　．，　　　ト∧　ニ　　･.･　I･･　　＼

Chaudron (1988:39）:suggests that descriptiveニanalysis of岨ata has led to ｊ proliferation of

terms and categories much in need of empirical validation. He also suggests that categories

of analysis should t）eboth exhaustiveつａｎｄ血utually excli縦ve and that no unit of analysis･

should be assigned to more than one categoryレChaudron also claims （op cit:44）ﾚ仙at there

has yet to be 瓦 demonstration of the reliability or validityｹﾞof Sinclair and Coulthards'

system.　It is　difficult ＼to　agree with this assessmentレwhen Chaudron himsel卜defines

validity as “the extent to which theob･servational apparatus and inferences drawn from it

will be meaningful, significant and applicable tｏ乱代㈲ｒs仙dies”(p23).□　ニ　　　　　し

When his definition of reliability －“the consis七己ncy with which others agree　on the

categories and descriptions･and the frequencies attributecトto them"(p23で卜is applied to

structural models for discourse analysis that use real-life data it becomes apparent十that he

is applying inappropriate criteria. The agreement of others seems to be a strange notion on

which　to　build　reliabilityレHe　suggests (p24) that:　qualitative research“requires一一

intersubiective agreement because the researcher writes for an audience that must recognize

the meaningfulness 0.f the description of analysiが. Reliabilityﾀﾞh瓦Ｓｎｏｗ･･beenlinked to the

ability to persuade rather ･than to　an intrinsic quality of efficiency that is built into the

model of analysis.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　十　　　　∧　　　　　し

Wilson (in Belトet a1.↑984:31) explainsトwhy different　criteria　are　needed、for non-

experime叫al research designs：　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ブ．．．．／　　　　犬　　　　　　　･．　　　■　■■

Reliabiliりin ｓｃｉｅｎｃｅ ｉ.ieｓ in tｈｅ ｒｅｑｕiｒｅｍｅｎｔ tｈａt ａｎｏtfieｒ ｏｂｓｅｒｖｅｒ. ｕｓｉｎｇ

tｈｅ･ ｓａｍｅ ｍｅtｈｏｄｓ, 　iれtｈｅ ｓａｒれｅ･･ｅｒｏｕｐ, 　ｗill　obtａｉｎ　tｈｅ ｓａｍｅ ｒｅ･ｓｕitｓ.し召晩

ｅtｈｎｏｇｒａｐｈy; iｓ　ｒiot　ａ ｍｅtｈｏｄ　in ｔｈｅ卵ｒiｓｅ　ofﾌﾞiｘｅｄコｒｕleｓ ｏｆ ｐｒｏｃｅｄｕｒｅ ｗhich,

ｃａｎ. ｂｅ ｗｒiｔtｅｎ ｄｏｗｎ ａｎｄ ｆｏｌｌｏｕ;ｅｄ ｅｘａｃtり b'ｖ　ａｎｏtfieｒ ｏｂｓｅｒｖｅｒ=.，

In ･ethnographic research the source of the data can never be replicated ･as in .ａ controlled

experiment. The reliability　of　a　discourse　model　must　be　linked　to　its　adequacy　and

efficiency in regularly handling a large amount of data, b誹only when 比ｅ analysts are

skilled and trained in大此ｓuse.　　　　　　　＼＼　ト　　　　ニ．　　　　　　・　犬　犬　十．・

Van Lier (1990:35) defines ｅ七hnographic犬research efficiency　in＼ terms　ご）f　quality. The

≒uality” he refers to is partially defined inトterms ｄニ"adequacy” （of both argumentation

昨d上evidence). '‘Adequacy of evidence” will b･9･definむd as meaning that 怖e model will be

comprehensive and inclusive in terms of　covering all the data.“Adequacy of argumenta-

tion”is　attempted　in　the　following　sections. These　terms　replace　”reliability” and

”validity”because　reliability and ﾚvalidity are strongly associated with　the　quality 犬of

experimentaトand :statistical research designs and 耳面d redefining in terms of ethnographic,

descriptive models. Chang如g the terminology avoids confusion with efficiency criteria of
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experimental research and recognizes that the concepts themselves are μｏtapplicable unless

they are radically redefined.･　＝　　..　　　　　ト　　　△　　　　　　　づ　パ　　　‥　犬･

Descriptions are not measurements so are not subject 拍 experimental reliabilitycriteria.

Nevertheless√attempts can be made t０improve the qualityﾚof＼descriptive research design

by　including　some　standard experimental　techniques　for　assessing　consistency　such　as

observing different communicative events in the∧same setting , dual observation of the

same events and applications of d汀ferent me怖ｏｄＳｏｆanaly減号on the same data. All these

consistency checks can provide m･ore confidence in the･.ad･equacyand value ･of the data and

the way it has been analysed.　　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十

Triangulation　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　　　　　　　　ヶ　ノ

Approaches to descriptive and analytic adequacy are in part subsumed bｙ上the①notion of

triangulation　as defined by Cohen and Mannion (±989:269-286). Triangulation is the

multiplication of the standpoints or the angles from which a research problem is examined

to provide ａ more adequate description. Manion and Cohen suggest triangulation as ａ form

of "in-built protection against errorﾌﾞ' Research bias is less likely to occur if different

methods of data collection are used, different perspectives are made available and different

methods of analysis are employed. However, there is also the danger of bQiねg so eclectic

that the research design has ｎｏ･particular focus. A different kind of triangulation△(op

cit:269) occurs when qualitative　analysis　沁　presented　alongトside　quantitativeﾀﾞanalysis,

allowing the contrast o卜more than one standpoint.　..･.･・　　　　　　　　　･.

In the final analysis the efficiency of descriptive research largely depends on the adequacy

of the design of the model for analysing theﾄdiscourseトThis can be judged by attempts to

build　objectivity, clarity, economy, coれerence, and adequacy of argumentation into a

model for analysing discourse.　　　　　　　　　　犬　　　／　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　犬

Discourse Analysis　ト　　上　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥‥‥‥

A model that allows discourse to be analysed　non-pedagogically at　ａｎよinitial　stage is

required. Many observation systems were　designed　for monocultural teacher training

programmes that inevitably build〉pedagogical assumptions into the cateぽories of analysis.

For inter-cultura卜analysis it is important to s吋 aside any such assumptions. While no

model　of　analysis　can　claim　to　be　neutral, or　devoid　of　theoretical　assumptions, a

discourse model canトbe neutral as far as pedagogy is concerned.　　　　　　　　　＼

Secondly, a rigorous model that is susceptible to efficient definition of elements 6f

structure is needed. A developed version of the Sinclair and Coulthard:(1975)卜ａｎｋ･scale･

model has been considered most appropriate for this stage of analysis. I卜was chosen

becau明此has been developed and critically assessed in terms of structural efficiency from

ｍ卵y　different　angles　since∧ 1975√(see　Coulthard∧1977, Barton, 1980レBerry√ユ980a√

Coulthard & Montgomery (Eds), 1981, Sinclair & Brazil,1982, Coulthard (Ed), 1987 &〉1992,
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McCarthy,ト1991, Tsui,」994.) In addition, Willis, in〉Coulthard∧1987▽& 1992∧provides a

model for approaching language teaching discourse at a later stage ＼ｏｆanalysis･　　上

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) proposed a model for the structure of discourse based on a

rank scale of aCt√move, exchange, transaction and lesson. The rank scale was based 6n a

principal 0f Hallidayan linguistics in which '‘eachrank above h邸 a structure which can be

expressed in terms of thりunits next below":(Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975:20). The first

three ranks　are considered ＼relevant　to　any ･styleトof discourseレnot just　the teaching

exchanges they were originally derived fromレ　　‥‥‥:．．･･．･･･．　　．･･　．・．　　　　．．･．

As ａ rankscale model it allows discourse to be dealt with at different levels of delicacy.

Firstly as　an　act, secondly, as　an　e1むment :of exchange　structure, and　thirdly,犬ａｓ∧an

exchange in ａ longer sequence. At each level the element of structure can be defined in

terms of higher and lower rank elements, by contrast and comparison to other elements of

the same rank and in its own right. The definitions　of　elements　of structure　ａｒQしnot

pedagogical.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．．

Alter‘native Models　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧　………

AllWright and Bailey (1991:12) refer to aフprｏ単eration 6f tools” for analyzing classroom

interaction. They provide a detailed overview of　important models of analysisべop cit.:

5-6 and 202¬221)へfrom the category　systems of Flanders (1970) and Moskowitz (1971)

to Frohlich et al's (1985) categories for ａ ”communicative” era.　　　　　▽

An inventory of categories of the type developed by Flanders (1960) and Moskowitz (1968)

provides a useful inventory for describing many teacherssトand students' behaviours. For

example　Flander's interaction analysis is able to evalﾘate the extent to which teachers use

direct or indirect influence over students, how far students initiate talk etc. This kind d

system is of particular use in situations where it has already been decided what it is worth

paying attention toよＦｏｒむxample observation systems based on pre-determined categories

coｕ!dbe useful for training teachers in ａ particular style o卜teaching.

There are　several reasons　why ａ category　system　is　μｏt　appropriate　for intercultural

description. Firstly ，although the categories themselves may be very pertinent to language

teaching, they may not represent what is importanレor salient in a particular context.

They ob!汝ｅ the analyst to be too specific too soon.しIf the purpose of a study is to discover

what is salient and then analyze it, a fixed inventoryニof prede七色rmined categories would

not　assist　this　process. The　categories　would　control　theニanalysis　by　highlighting

behavioursイrom the list of categories from ａ ｍｏｎｏ≒culturalcontext rather than generating

a description of what is salient in the data.犬　　＼

Secondly the observation systems tend to be over-compleχfor initial stages of analysis.

The COLT system of Allen, Frohlich and Spada (1984 & 1985) has 48 categories just in
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part Ａ. In addition, the system is quantitative, using real time analysis. Ｂy白血umerating

and timing behaviours, a general trend of behaviour can be mapped out, but it becomes all

too easy to end up judging or criticizinga lesson in terms of quantities of desirable or

undesirable behaviours rather　than　describing　the lesson ｉｈ‥its　own　terms. The COLT

system aims at assessing the extent to which lessons are“communicative”. The reason for

not using ａ model that assesses“communicativeness” was that this would have provided an

analysis only in terms of the values of the method, but not 血terms of the teachers' own

values in their own social context.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼‥　　　　十

Fanselow (in Fine　1988) presents　ａcomprehensive and coherent　alternative model for

describing communication both inside and　outside　曲ｅ　classroomンHe　emphasizes　five

characteristics of communication (p65):　the source a耳d target of the communication,

move type, medium, use and content. At the level of血ove type the choicesに）ｆmoves

(structure, solicit,respond and react (based on Bellack,1966) are not dissimilar to Sinclair

and Coulthard's I-R-F exchange structure.　　　　　　　　　‥　　　　　　　　　　＼

While Fanselow's non-judgemental model would clearly be adaptable to the kindｿof research

outlined here, his model is mainly designed to provide teachers with a meansトof exploring

their own teaching in terms of communication as ａｎ∧essential prerequisite to attempting

self-improvement. The principle of description before considering change ＼沁retained as a

key principle for this research model.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　ト　　〕　ト

On the purely linguistic level Fanselow's model does not have the delicacy　of analysis

demonstrated in the Sinclair and Coulthard rank-scale model. For example, the moves are

defined byトFanselow in very general七erms.　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　　ト　ダ　　　し　　　　十

　　　　　Ａｎｙ ｃｏｍｍｕｎｉｃａtio几lｓ　tＪｉａtｄｏ れｏt　fit　intｏ　ａり･耐コtｈｅｓｅトｃａtｅｇｏｒieｓ　ａ几ｃ

　Ｃ０Ｔｎ.ｍ,ｅｎ.t ｏｎ what has hamened are considered reactins moves. (P 61)

Classroom analysis based on the Sacks, Sむhegloff & Jefferson (1974) model, em油ａｓ鋤ng

the structure of participation and the management of turns in classroom interaction is also

highly relevant to this research. This尽pproach also provides a d汀ferent means of applying

ａ　non-pedagogical　model　for　analysing　communication　to　classroom 〉discourse. (See

AUwright 1980)

When research is carried out in a different cultural context, it is all the more important

to　avoid　imposing　a　framework　of　analysis　which　prejudges上which　categories　are

important. Allwright and Bailey （op cit.:12) conclude that “many researchers, concerned

over the validity of category systems, over the problem that they necessarily have tく）

prejudge what　is　worth paying　at七ention　t０　.,..‥‥‥.h4ｖe　turned　to　transcriptions　of

recorded classroom events as their primary da柾 base".
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Communication◇in Context : Independence and

Sensitivity　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　＼

While pedagogical theory has･deliberatelyダbeen excluded 仔ｏ可the initial　intercultural

analysis, a discourse　model is　not　neutral　in　that　it　1S　derived 釦ｏｍ　ａ　theory　of

communica愉:)ｎ in context with its own assumptions which musトbe made explicit. In spite

of the many references to classroom discourse, it should be noted that the Sinclair and

Coulthard discourse model at exchange level is not context bound. It does not specify who

can use which elements of exchange structureトNeither回does it define the setting where the

interaction　takesプplace.トThe　initial　analysis　refers　only　to the immediate　context　of

discourse, considering that a model for 曲ｅ･analysisﾚof discourse that can at first achieve

a measure of independence from ａ situationalﾄsettinヒprovides a more neutral approach to

any set of data.　Sinclaiト(ｌｎ Coulthard 1992:88)･argues that " the need for a level of

discourse, where the higher patterns of langu昭e canしbe described witれout reference to 乱ｎy

particular social･use, is fairly obｖioｕS".･　　　　　　　　し

An attempt　at　an　initially　context-free　structural　analysis　at　exchange　level　is　an

impor砲nt stage　in　曲e　research･ .approach∧because ＼tｏトsuggest　that　ａｎトanalysis･was

dependent on ａ wider context wouldうmply that every situation was unique and beyond

meaningful comparison, but the approach also 臨ｅおトto be what Sacks et � (1974:9) have

called conteχt-sensitive 七ぐ）.pｒｏｖidea solid ･basis ･for the interpretation∧of sets･･of data in

particular domains. The way a mode1＼can　be　applied　to　the　teachingト domain　ｗｉ恰ｏｕ七

depending on･ it is a reflection of its sensitivity ･to context.・　　　　　六十　　　　　レ

A Discourse model should be sensitive to theよtenor of the situa･tion （the tenor of▽the

discourse being　defined　as　the status　and　roles　accepted　by　the　participants　in　the

interaction in ａｎｙ･given context･）ンl have argued･that丿he status of the participants in the

exchange is indissociable from the interpretation of the structure of the eχchange itself,

bUレthat the basic underlyi贈structure ｌ －只見 (F) is still recognizablむat a primary level

of∧analysis that attempts to be precontextual. In sample l a precontextual analysis of an

ｌ -Ｒ -Ｆ structure at exchange level is independent of any conclusion about the roles /6f 七㈲

teacher and studentト　　　　　　　　　　　．犬　　　　　上　　　　　　　・ニ．　　一一

Sample l　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　＼　▽

Ｔ　　Do you think that his wife agreed to live in this　villa or not ？

　　　Yes, ya Mohannah,.　　　　　　十＼　　　　　∇〉ト　　　＼

ｓ　/　Yes, she did.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　＼Ｊ

Ｔ　　Yes, she did.　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　犬　＼　　　ト

Ｉ

Ｒ
　
Ｆ

The Context of Situation and Exchange Structure　　　十

At this stage it is important to discuss in more detail how far the context of situation is
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relevant to 七henotion of exchange structure, because the ulti血ａte∧objectiveof the model

1S　to　say something about　the method-in-use 垣Ia particular　setting. The　theoretica!

premises of communication in contex卜will now be discussed in sｏ血ｅdetaiレThe work of

Halliday (1979 & 1989) and Hymes (1971 & 1980) wilトbe central to this discussion.　＼

Halliday (1989:4) defines his ”social-semiotic perspective” in terms of =the study of ”sign

systems”which he calls the　study　of　meaning　哨　its　ｍＱ:st generaトsense. Within　this

perspective he goes on to discuss the context of situation and the context of culture, which

is defined by Halliday in terms of “networks of relationships”.(p4) In Halliday's ｖi｡eｗよ“we

can define a culture as ａ set of semiotic systems, a set of systems of meaning, all of

which interrelate.”(p4) From this pむrspective ‘'Ianぽuage is ｕndeｒstｏｏｄ▽in its relationship

to social structure” and he argues that,　　　　･･　　　　　ニ　　　し　　　コ

Ｔｈｅ　ｓｏｃｉａｌ　ｄｉｍｅＴｉｓｉｏｎ,ｓｅｅｍｓ ｐａｒticｕlaｒりｓig几灯ｉｃａｎt-　ａｒid it iｓ th,ｅ ｏｎｅ　　　，

　　　　　　　that haｓ　ｂｅｅｎ ｍｏｓt ｎｅボｅｃｔｅｄｉｎ,　diｓｃｕｓｓｉｏｎｓｏｆｌａｎｇｕａｇｅ ｉｎ ｅｄｕｅａtｉｏｎ,.

　　　　　　　Ｌｅａｒｎｉｎｇ ｉｓ ａｂｏｕｅａｌｌａ ｓｏｃｉａｌｐｒｏｃｅｓｓ…，（夕の　　　　　　　　･。　　　‥

Halliday goes on to underline the very close relatior!ship between the meaning we assign to

language and its social conteχt.　　　　　　　　六十　　　　　　　　　‥　＼　　　　．･．．・．．　・．．･．

　　　　　ダＫｎｏｉｕｌｅｄｅｅ　iｓ ｔｒａｎｓmiｔtｅｄ ｉｎ ｓｏｃｉａｌ ｃｏｎtｅｘtｓ√ｔｈｒｏｕgh. ｒｅｌａｔｉｏｎｓｈｉｐｓ,　like　　　　∧

　　　　　　tＫｏｓｅ ｏｆ ｐａｒｅｎt　ａｎｄ　ｃＭｌｄ,しｏｒ tｅａｃｈｅｒ ａｎｄ ｐｕpilレｏｒ ｃｌａｓｓｍａtｅｓ,＼tｈａt ａｒｅ　ト　十

　　　　　　ｄ:ｅｆｉｈｅｄ in　tｈｅ. ｕalｕｅ =りｓtｅｍｓ ａｎｄ ｉｄｅｏｌｏｇｉｅｓﾚofthe　ｃｕltｕｒｅ　ａｎｄ the ･ｕioｒｄｓ　　………

　　　　　　tfiat ａｒｅ ｅｘｃｆｉａｎｓｅｄ　in theｓｅ ｃｏｎtｅｘtｓ 朗tしtheiｒ　ｍｅａれinｓ fｒｏｍ＼ａｃtｉｕitieｓ　ｍ

　　　　　　ｕＪれich.　th.りａｒｅ ｅｍｈｅ�ｅｄ, 　ｗhich.昭臨レ＼ａｒｅ　ｓｏ･ｃｉａｌ ａｃｔiｖitieｓ＼ｕ)i.t,ｋ 　ｓｏｃｉａｌ　　　　十

　　　　　　ａｇｅれｃｉｅｓ　ａｎｄ ｇｏａｌｓレ（ｐの　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一十　　　十　　　　　●●●●●●

Citing the work of Malinowski on narratives, Halliday　emphasizes the interpersonal

dimension of the context of situation. He demonstrates that theしact of narration itself

contributes to the cultural dimension of group solidarityレ 〉Ｈ叩叩the interpersonal setting

was not irrelevant even when a story was being toldトHalliday (op cit.:8) concludes that

“a11 language must be understood　in itsトconteχt of･situation'レ．△．　　　　　　　　　　･，

Whereas l have argued above that there is a level 0f analysis that remains independent of

a contexしof･ situation,皿d that there ･are advantages in suspending the .intrusion of

context into the analysis, there is no intention of disputing theイact tha卜at the leveト吋

interpretation of language data, the context is indispensible and nee心白to be made eｘp!icit.

Halliday links the context ofﾆsituation to the text through ダ“ａ systematic relationship

between the social environment on the one hand　, and the functional　organization of

language on the other”（pH）.Ｈりoutlinesthree features of the context of situation in i佃

relat如ｎto 悟e text itself.（p12）They provide an insight intoﾄhow　text and context can

be operationalized in research that analyses the structurelof interaction in context.………
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The context of Situation　Halliday 1989:12

The FIELD　of discourse －u)hat is れapnenins、、what the

participaats･are ensased in.

The TENOR of discourse －participants, roles･,statuses ，

incliiding temporarでy aad permanent roles.

The MODE of discourse 一the part the language is plaﾝins. .’

rhetoric, fuれctioTi,channel, mediμΓn, purpose, eがect, etcヽ，

The third category is the least satisfactory as it appears to include too many different

features of context; it is then useful to refer to Hymes (1969) for ａ more operational set

of categories. Hymes (1969 in Halliday, 1989:9) includes the setting, the participants, the

intent and the effect of the communication,･　key (levels of formality and spontaneity),

and the norms of interaction in his notion of context.

In discussion of the theory of language teaching, Hymes has mainly been　referred tｏニfor

his ideas on communicative competence (1971)ﾚwhich has led to changes in the views on the

language　that　students needed　t0　learn. Hymes himself also　applied　his ideas　to　the

educational context in some detail, his papers on this subject being gathered in one volume

of ”Ethnolinguistic Essays in Languageﾆand Education”(1980)レThe need to view classrooms

as sociaレcontexts like any other contexts in which communication takes place with their

own regularities of linguistic behaviour structured in terms ｄ contextual features is also

central to Hymes' philosophy. Commenting on Habermas' ideal of “unrestricted叩mmuni-

cation” Hymes (1980:42) underlines the existence△of structure in social situations. ト　　＼

　It iｓ ｎｏt ｐｏｓｓible tｏ ｅｎｕiｓａｓｅｖiable ｓｏｃｉａｌ可ｅ ｕiitfioｕt〉ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ　in　thp.ｓｅｎｓｅ

　　　　　　ａt ｌｅａｓt　of ｓhaｒｅｄ ｕｎｄｅｒｓｔａｎｄｉｎｇｓｏ/ ｒｉｇｈtｓﾀﾞａｎｄｄｕtieｓ, 几ｏｒｍｓ　of　intｅｒａｃ-

　　　　　　tｉｏｎｓ, ｇｒｏｕれｄｓ０/ ａ以fioｒiｔｙ,　ａｎｄ　t同伍ｋｅ.　Ｅｖｅｎ tｈｅ ｍｏｓ吋ｒｅｅ ｃｏｎｖｅｒｓａtｉｏｎａｌ　:

　　　　　　ｓitｕａtｉｏｎ，if　theｒe iｓ tafeinｓ of　tｕｒｎｓ，ｂｅｇｉＴｉｓ　inheｒｅｎtりtｏｓPｔｏｕ)ｅｌｅｍｅｎtｓof

　　　　　　ｒｅｓｔｒicｔiｖｅｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ人'.p42)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上　　＼　　　　　　‥

Hymes argues that, as “appropriateness” is a universal of speech, the “inherent presence of

a principle of structure”is indisputable, (p叩）Jf we accept this view, it is clear that

structure cannot be separated from ethnographic inquiry.　　　　＼

　　　　　ヶＥtｆｉｎｏｇｒａｐｈ,＾!　iｓ　inｑｕiりthat ｂｅｆｆｉｎｓ　ｕiith,ｒ ｃ（Ｉｇｎｉtｉｏｎ,ｿﾞ俵ａt　ｏｎｅ∧iｓａt ｗｏｒk i孔　　　　二

　　　　　　ｓitｕａtｉｏｎｓ　that ａｒｅ, ｉｎｄｅｅｄ,　ｍａｓｓiｕｅりｐｒｅｓtｒｉｉｃｔｕｒｅｄ,　bｕtｐｒｅｓtｒｕｃｔｕｒｅｄｂツ　＼

　　　　　　the hiｓtｏりａｎｄ ｕ＞£　‥

　　　　　　inｑｕiｒｙ　iｓ･ｈｅｎｃｅ　ｉｎｅｘtｒicabりｒｅｌａtｅｄ tｏ ｉｎｔｅｒｐｒｅtａtｉｏｎｏｆ＼ｃｏｄｅｓ;（μ召）

Hymes' notion　of linguistic routine （op　cit.:2) is　also　relevant　tｏ十the　structure　of

discourseレRoutines refer to the “sequential organization , what follows what, either on

the part of ａ single individual ０ｒin interchange between more than ０ｎｅ”
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Purpose and Structure　　し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･･.･・　.・.･　・　･･.・　　　　..･・　.･.　　　･.･.

An important aspect of the context of situation for classroom research is the speaker's

purpose.　In practical terms this can only be observed in the interpretation of theﾄeffect of

a speaker's contribution. The purpose is inferred from the regular effects that ａ certain

type of ejとchange ｃｏｎ･tributioncan be seen to have.　十　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　．．

Conteχｔ as ａ Dynamic Course of Events・･･.･･.・　.･　　　　　　　　　.･.　　.･･

Van Dijk (1977:191) balances this view of structure andへregularityしin･socialinteraction,

with a reminder that context is dynamic. He points out　that contexts have different states

and that ａ context is itself part of “ａ course of events”.In Van Diik's formulation ａ

context is a dynamic set of points of time, places and people with their knowledge and

beliefs.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上　　し

Situations change in time, and, as time itself is part of the COりtext, this also: changes the

context itself. In schools locations rangeイrom the narrow location of the classroom to 怖e

wider institution location of 柿e instruction which毎itself part of the ever changing上world

beyond the institution. The people土仏emselves are a dynamic aspect of the context. Classes

can vary in size, sex, dress.　Institutional personalities beyond the classroom can also

influence　the　behaviour　of　those　inside　it. In　Qatari　schools　headmasters　patro!　the

corridors ｗ此h a stick. This has an impact on the behaviour inside the room. All these

factors suggest that the analysis of discourse must avoid implying that discourse　is　a

static, fixed entity that can be　frozen　for　analysis. The　claim　is　rather that　regular

patterns　which are relatively　stable within　an evolving　socio-cultural　setting　underlie

dynamic discourse.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト

Conclusions

Ｔ趾Ｓ　･ａｒticle 　ｈａｓ ｏｕtｌｉｎｅｄ ａｎ ｅtｆｉａｏｇｒａｐＪｉｉｃ･叩ｐｒｏａｃｈ. tｏ ＼ｒｅｓｅａｒch.十inｕolｕｉｎｅ diffeｒｅｎt

tｅｃｈａｉｑｕｅｓ　of ｄｅｓｃｒｉｆｃｉｎｇ　ａｎｄ ａｎａりｓ伍ｇ∧intｅｒｃａｌtｕｒal ｃｏｍｍｕＴｉｉｃａtｉｏｎトIt ｋ（ｌりｐｒｏｐｏｓｅｄ ａ tＵ)Ｏ

ｓｔａｇｅ　ａｐｐｒｏａ£ｈ inｕolｕ伍ｇ ｐｒｅ-ｐｅｄ昭ｏボｃａｌ ａｎａｌンｓiｓ ｏｆ ｃｌａｓｓｒｏｏｍ　ｃｏｍｍλｉｎｉｃａtｉｏｎ folloｕｊｅｄ. ｂン

ａ ｄｉｓｃｕｓｓｉｏｎ　ｏ∫ｒｎｅtｈｏｄ.一加-ｕｓｅ. Ａ　ｒｅｓｅａｒｃｈ ｍｏｄｅｌ ｉｎｃｏｒｐｏｒａtijig　ｅｔｈｎｏｇｒａｐｈｉｃ　ａｎｄ ｅｘｐｅｒｉｅｎｔial

pｒｉｎｃφleｓ ｈａｓ ｂｅｅｎ ｄｅｓｃｒｉｂｅｄ ａｎｄ　ｋり /|ｉｃｉｅｎｃ;y　ｃｒitｅｒia 0J tｈｅ ｍｏｄｅｌ ｆｕｉｕｅ ｂｅｅｎ　ｏｕｔlin£ｄ.

7‾ｈｅ　ｃｈｏｉｃｅ ｏｆ ｔｅｃｈｎｉｑｉｔｅｓ foｒ 皿（1りｓｉｎｇ　ｃｏｍｍｕｎｉｃａtioれ臨ｓ丿ｂｅｅｎ　diｓｃｕｓｓｅｄゴollowed by an

ｅ・ｐｌａＴｉａtｉｏｎ ｏｆ tｈｅ ｐｒｉｎｃｉｐｌｅｓ Ｏ∫ｒｅｓｅａｒｃｈｉｎｇ ｉｎtｅｒｃｕitｕｒａｌ ｃｏｍｍｉｉ

tｅｃｈａｉｑｕｅｓ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＜
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